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New Delhi , Bollywood's acclaimed actor Sharman Joshi has time and again proved his mettle with
distinctive roles that he has portrayed in ﬁlms. This time he is back to regale the movie enthusiasts and his
fans in an all new avatar. The actor, who will play the role of an individual named Kashi who performs the
last rites, spoke about his character when he visited BIG FM studio for promotions. The actor was
accompanied by actress Aishwarya Devan, who plays the role of a journalist in the ﬁlm. Sharman Joshi in a
tête-à-têtewith BIG MJ Anirudhat the studio, revealed how he prepared for his role in the upcoming
suspense thriller ﬁlm, the challenges for the same and many other interesting facts. The lead stars from
the movie were allexcited to address the queries from the audience. They shared details about the movie,
their experience and how they enjoyed their time during shoots and travelling to the gorgeous locales.
Speaking about the ﬁlm, Sharman Joshi said, “It was a real pleasure to receive such a warm reception at
92.7 BIG FM today. My upcoming ﬁlm ‘Kaashi in Search of Ganga’ is a thriller drama with an engaging
script, something which I had not heard before. While reading the script itself I was sure of being a part of
it.” Speaking about her debut, Aishwarya Devan said, “It is my ﬁrst time at 92.7 BIG FM and it is really
heartening to receive such a warm welcome by the team. It is my ﬁrst ﬁlm and I must admit that I have
been extremely lucky to have a co-star like Sharman. I have learned a lot from him and am extremely
excited for the movie release now.”
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